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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we consider a simplified semiconductor supply chain that consists of a single front-end 
facility and back-end facility. We present a production planning formulation that is based on clearing 
functions. A cost-based objective function is considered. The minimum utilization of expensive 
bottleneck machines in the front-end facility is a parameter of the model. At the same time, the less 
expensive capacity of the back-end facility can be increased to reduce the cycle time in the backend 
facility. The release schedules obtained from the planning formulations are assessed using discrete-event 
simulation. An overall cycle time larger than a given maximum value is penalized. Simulated annealing is 
used to determine appropriate minimum utilization levels for the front-end bottleneck machines and 
appropriate capacity expansion levels for the back-end. The results of the computational experiments 
demonstrate that the profit can be increased while the maximum possible overall cycle time is not 
violated. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor supply chains are one of the most complex and challenging industrial environments that 
are in use today (cf. Chien et al. 2011). Semiconductor manufacturing starts with wafers, thin discs made 
of silicon. Up to 1000 chips can be manufactured on a single wafer by fabricating the ICs layer by layer in 
a wafer fabrication facility (wafer fab). Electrical tests that identify the individual dies that are likely to 
fail when packaged are performed in a probe/sort facility after the wafer fab step. Only the dies of 
appropriate quality will be put into a package. The wafer fab and the probe/sort stages are abbreviated by 
front-end (FE) steps. The probed wafers are then sent to an assembly facility where the good dies are put 
into an appropriate package. Finally, the assembled dies are sent to a test facility where they are tested in 
order to ensure that only high-quality chips are sent to customers (cf. Mönch et al. 2013). The assembly 
and the test stages are abbreviated by back-end (BE) steps. 

A typical semiconductor supply chain (SC) consists of dozens of FE and BE facilities. The FE and 
BE facilities are decoupled by die banks (DBs) where wafers are stored before the BE processes start. The 
final chips are stored in distribution centers (DCs) before they are shipped to customers. Planning 
formulations for entire semiconductor supply chains (SCs) are challenging due to highly variable demand, 
reentrant flows in each single wafer fab, long cycle times of the lots, and a large number of different 
products. Only recently, researchers have began to propose corresponding SC-wide formulations (cf., for 
instance, Denton et al. 2006, Ponsignon and Mönch 2012, Lowe and Mason 2016). 

In the present paper, we discuss an integrated production planning and capacity expansion problem 
for a simplified semiconductor SC that contains a single FE and BE facility. A maximum cycle time 
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constraint is taken into account. The decision variables that are chosen within a simulation-optimization 
scheme are the minimum utilization of the FE bottleneck and the amount of additional capacity of the BE 
facility to compensate the longer cycle times in the FE facility resulting from a higher bottleneck utili-
zation. 

The paper is organized as follows. The problem is discussed in Section 2. This section also provides a 
discussion of previous work. The integrated production planning and capacity expansion formulation is 
presented in Section 3. Moreover, the simulation-based optimization approach based on simulated 
annealing is sketched in this section too. Computational results are presented in Section 4. Conclusions 
and future research directions are discussed in Section 5.  

2 PROBLEM SETTING AND DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK 

2.1 Problem 

A model of a simplified SC that includes a single FE and a single BE facility is considered in the present 
paper. We assume a finite planning horizon of length T  that is divided into discrete equidistant periods. 
We are interested in determining a profit-maximizing release schedule of wafer quantities for the FE 
facility for several products and periods assuming a given deterministic demand. Moreover, since a small 
cycle time has a positive impact on yield and customer satisfaction (cf. Mönch et al. 2013), a maximum 
allowed cycle time is assumed. The FE-related part of the cycle time increases if more lots are released 
into the FE facility. At the same time, the BE-related part of the cycle time can be decreased by adding 
additional capacity to the BE facility. In contrast to the FE, where a capacity expansion often takes a long 
time and is extremely expensive, increasing capacity in BE facilities is less expensive and is also possible 
at short notice. Increasing the utilization of the expensive FE machines by releasing more lots might lead 
to a higher profit. Overall, we have to look for appropriate values for the minimum utilization of the FE 
bottleneck machines and the required capacity expansion of the BE facility. 

2.2 Review of Related Work 

We discuss related work with respect to capacity expansion decisions and production planning 
formulations for semiconductor SCs. Facility design formulations are proposed by Bard et al. (1999) 
assuming given deterministic demand. Queuing theory is used to estimate the waiting time of the lots in 
front of the work centers in a simulated annealing approach to minimize the average cycle time. Hopp et 
al. (2002) use an optimization approach based on queuing models to design a wafer fab in such a way that 
investment costs are minimized while a maximum allowed cycle time is maintained. A similar approach 
is taken by Sohn (2004) where the profit is maximized while a maximum cycle time constraint is ensured. 
However, in contrast to these papers, our problem is more operational. Therefore, a high-fidelity 
simulation model is more appropriate than the less detailed queuing models. Barahona et al. (2005) 
propose long-term capacity expansion models under demand uncertainty for a single wafer fab. But again, 
we consider an operational planning problem for an entire SC that requires different methods. 

Various planning formulations for single wafer fabs and even entire semiconductor SCs are proposed 
in the literature. We refer, among others, to Denton et al. (2006), Ponsignon and Mönch (2012), and 
Lowe and Mason (2016) for entire SCs. The more detailed short-term production planning formulations 
differ in the way how the planned cycle time, i.e. the lead time, is modeled. Fixed integer lead time 
approaches where the lead time is an integer multiple of the period length (cf., for instance, Kacar et al. 
2013) are differentiated from fraction lead time approaches (cf., for instance, Kacar et al. 2016). 
However, the main disadvantage of these approaches is, on the one hand, that the lead time is a parameter 
of the planning formulation. On the other hand, the cycle time depends in a nonlinear manner on the 
release schedule which is an output of the planning model. To avoid this circularity, more recently 
clearing function (CF)-based formulations are proposed (cf., for instance, Asmundsson et al. 2009, Kacar 
et al. 2013, Ziarnetzky et al. 2015). Here, concepts from queuing theory are used to formulate capacity 
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constraints in the models. No explicit lead time parameters are assumed in the resulting models. CF-based 
planning formulations are interesting for our problem because we cannot assume a fixed lead time for the 
FE facility since the minimum FE bottleneck machine utilization is a parameter of our planning 
formulation. 

It seems promising to manage the search for appropriate parameters of production planning 
formulations by simulation-based optimization. This technique is, for instance, applied by Gansterer et al. 
(2014) to set appropriate lead time, safety stock, and lot size values in a production planning formulation 
for a make-to-order environment. A production planning problem with uncertain demand is solved for a 
single wafer fab based on simulation-based optimization by Liu et al. (2014). Overall, it seems reasonable 
for the problem addressed in the present paper to combine CF-based planning approaches with 
simulation-based optimization. 

3 SIMULATION-BASED OPTIMIZATION APPROACH 

3.1 Model Formulation 

An allocated clearing function (ACF) and a fixed integer lead time (FLT) formulation are used for 
planning at the FE and BE facilities, respectively. Wafer fabrication and probe processes are integrated 
into the ACF formulation while assembly and final testing are embedded into the FLT formulation. A DB 
with instantaneous material transfer between the facilities from the FE to the BE facility is considered. 
The transportation time from the FE to the DB and from the BE to a DC is included in the ACF and FLT 
formulations, respectively. The integrated production planning formulation is given as follows: 
 
Sets and indices 

G : set of all products 
FK : set of all FE work centers 
BK : set of all BE work centers 

t : period index 
g : product index 

k : work center index 
b : FE bottleneck work center index 
l : operation index 

 gO F : set of all FE operations of product g   

 gO B : set of all BE operations of product g   

 kO : set of all operations performed on machines of work center k  
 kC : set of indices denoting the line segment used to approximate the CF for FE work center k  
 lK : FE work centers where operation l  can be performed 

 
Decision variables 

F
gtlY : quantity of product g  completing its FE operation l  in period t  

F
gtY : output of product g  in period t  from the last FE operation of its routing 

F
gtlX : quantity of product g  starting FE operation l  in period t  
F

gtlW : FE work in process (WIP) of product g  at operation l  at the end of period t  
k
gtlZ : fraction of output from FE work center k  allocated to operation l  of product g  in period t  
DB
gtI : DB finished goods inventory (FGI) of product g  at the end of period t  
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B
gtlY : quantity of product g  completing its BE operation l  in period t  
B

gtY : output of product g  in period t  from the last BE operation of its routing 
B
gtX : quantity of product g  released into the first BE work center in its routing in period t  
B

gtW : BE WIP of product g  at the end of period t  
DC
gtI : DC FGI of product g  at the end of period t  

DC
gtB : DC backlog of product g  at the end of period t  

 
Parameters 

F
gt : unit FE WIP cost for product g  in period t  

DB
gth : unit DB FGI holding cost for product g  in period t  

B
gt : unit BE WIP cost for product g  in period t  
DC
gth : unit DC FGI holding cost for product g  in period t  
DC
gtb : unit DC backlogging cost for product g  in period t  

gtD : demand for product g  during period t  

kC : capacity of BE work center k  in units of time 

bC
~ : capacity of FE bottleneck work center b  in units of time 

gl : processing time of operation l  of product g  

 l,gL : estimated time elapsing from the BE release of product g  to the completion of operation l  

of product g  
n
k : intercept of segment n  of the CF for FE work center k  
n
k : slope of segment n  of the CF for FE work center k  

g : lot size relation between FE and BE lots of product g , i.e. the FE lot size is 
g times the BE 

lot size 
M : minimum utilization of FE bottleneck work center b  (in percent). 

 
The model can be formulated as follows: 

min 
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The objective function (1) to be minimized is the sum of inventory and WIP cost in the FE and the 
BE facility and the BE backlog cost over all products and periods. We abbreviate it by 
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where the corresponding WIP, backlog, and inventory matrices are the arguments. We start by explaining 
the FE-related constraints. The WIP balance at each operation in the FE is ensured by constraints (2). The 
DB material balance constraints (3) describe how the BE release depends on the FE output. A single FE 
lot of product g  is split into g  BE lots. No backlog is allowed at the DB between FE and BE. 

Constraints (4) and (5) relate the expected FE output of each work center in a period to the planned load 
of the work center in that period and allocate it among the operations. The minimum FE bottleneck 
utilization in each period is ensured by constraints (6). 

Next, the BE-related constraints are described. Constraints (7) represent the WIP balance of the BE 
for each product and each period. The FGI material balance constraints (8) allow release quantities that 
exceed the available demand. Constraints (9) express the relation between the time a lot of a given 
product is released into the BE and its completing processing at the specified operation of the product. 
The model takes into account the finite capacity of the machines. It is assumed that an operation 
consumes capacity in the period that it is processed. Therefore, the constraint set (10) ensures that the 
total time required to process all operations at each BE work center in a given period does not exceed the 
time available at that work center. The FE- and DB-related decision variables have to be non-negative 
according to constraint set (11), while the non-negativity of the BE- and DC-related decision variables is 
enforced by constraints (12). More details of related production planning formulations can be found in 
(Asmundsson et al. 2009, Kacar et al. 2013, Ziarnetzky et al. 2015). 

The approach for fitting the CFs from empirical data obtained from simulation runs of the FE 
simulation model is the same as described in (Kacar et al. 2013). Moreover, the planning formulation (1)-
(12) is equipped with lead time estimates for processing lots in the BE facility. Let  l,gL  be a fractional 

lead time estimate for BE operation l  of product g . The quantity  lgL ,  is computed by the recursion: 

    glgFFlgLlgL  1,:, , for all  gOlGg B , . (14) 

where   0:0, gL . Here, 
gFF  denotes the flow factor of product g, defined as the ratio of the average 

time required for material started into the BE process to become available as FGI to the sum of the 
processing times of all its BE operations. FFg values are obtained from long simulation runs using the 
simulation model of the simplified SC for a given bottleneck utilization and capacity expansion level. 
Larger flow factor values are obtained for higher bottleneck utilization levels and lower additional 
capacity.  

3.2 Simulated Annealing Scheme 

Simulation is useful to deal with the stochasticity of the base system of the SC. Therefore, we embed the 
planning formulation (1)-(12) into a simulation-based optimization approach. We are interested in 
determining appropriate values for the minimum utilization of the FE bottleneck, abbreviated by M , and 
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the additional BE capacity in percent, denoted by a . We start by introducing the following additional 
notation for formulating a new objective function: 

gtr : unit revenue for product g  in period t  

 : penalty for exceeded cycle times 

 : penalty for FE bottleneck utilization shortfall 
 : penalty for additional BE capacity 

gtC : realized average cycle time for product g  in period t  
*
gtC : upper limit of the average cycle time for product g  in period t  

btU : realized utilization at FE bottleneck work center b  in period t  in units of time. 
The objective function to be minimized is given as follows: 
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where we set  0max: ,xx  . The tilde token is used to indicate that realizations from the base system, i.e. 
from the simulation, are taken as arguments. The objective function (15) is the difference of the realized 
profit and penalty terms for exceeding the maximum allowed cycle time and for falling short of the 
minimum FE bottleneck utilization to be reached in a period, and the capacity expansion costs in the BE 
facility. Note that the quantities M  and a  are parameters of the planning formulation, i.e., we use 

  kk Ĉa:C  1 where kĈ  is the regular capacity of the BE work center k . Discrete-event simulation is 
used to evaluate the objective function (15). Note that the cycle time values and the FE bottleneck 
utilization values are taken from the base system, while the WIP, backlog, and inventory quantities are a 
result of the executed release schedules computed by the planning model (1)-(12). The overall setting is 
depicted in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1: Overall simulation-based optimization scheme. 

We use the grid   10,,0,9,,0|05.0,05.05.0:   srsrG to select arguments  a,M . Of course, 

we have 110G . Therefore, computing the maximum values of f  for all the grid points by a full grid 

search (GS) is time-consuming because of the large number of simulation runs. As a consequence, we are 
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interested in expediting the search by using a simulating annealing (SA) procedure. For a given solution 
  Ga,M   we define the following neighborhood: 

        GcacMcccccacMaMN  21212121 ,,0,05.0,0.0,05.0,|,:, , (16) 

i.e., the neighborhood  a,MN  contains the grid points that are adjacent to the center point. The SA 

procedure escapes local minima by selecting the current solution  'a,'M  in a randomized manner. This 
solution is accepted with probability 

      


 


otherwise,1

0if,exp
:,|','

T
aMaMP . (17) 

Here, we set    'a,'Mfa,Mf:  , where  a,M  is the incumbent solution, i.e. the solution with the 
largest objective function value found so far. Moreover, the quantity T  is called temperature. The SA 
procedure is based on a geometric cooling scheme for the temperate, i.e., we update the temperature by 

T.T 50: . We use the original configuration    00,:a,M   to determine the allowed maximum cycle 

time values *
gtC  by executing the release schedules in the simulation. Moreover, we use  00: ,fT   as 

initial temperature. The SA procedure terminates when five temperature values in a row do not result in 
any accepted move, and 16 iterations are performed for each temperature based on recommendations in 
the literature and some preliminary computational experiments. The search is started from the grid point 
 100 .,M  where 0M  is selected in such a way that the mean utilization value over the horizon obtained 
from the original configuration is increased by 0.05. 

4 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 SC Simulation Model 

The MIMAC I simulation model is used to represent the FE facility (cf. MIMAC I 2016) while the BE 
facility is represented by the back-end simulation model (cf. Back-end 2016) proposed by Ehm et al. 
(2011). Note that this model is compatible with the MIMAC I model with respect to size and offered 
capacity. The SC simulation model contains semiconductor manufacturing characteristics such as batch 
processing machines, i.e., several lots can be processed at the same time on a single machine, sequence-
dependent setup times, exponentially distributed machine breakdowns, operators, and secondary 
resources. The FE model contains over 200 machines that are organized in 69 work centers. The planned 
FE bottleneck is given by the stepper work center. First-In-First-Out (FIFO) dispatching is used for the 
FE facility. The BE model consists of 23 work centers. The FIFO and the Same Setup dispatching rules 
are used in the BE model. The DB, the DC, and the transportation from the FE facility to the DB and 
from the BE facility to the DC are represented by machines with an infinite capacity. Two products are 
considered. FE lots have 48 wafers, whereas BE lots contain only 16 wafers. This means that we have 

3g  for 21,g  . The routes of the first product have 211 and 25 process steps in the FE and the BE 

facility, respectively, while 246 FE and 31 BE process steps are given for the second product. 
Transportation activities from the facilities to the DB and DC are represented by additional process steps. 
Instantaneous material transfer between successive process steps is assumed. 

The simulation model is implemented in AutoSched AP. Some customization of the regular Auto-
Sched AP framework using the C++ programming language is required to model specifics of the semi-
conductor SC. The capacity expansion functionality is provided by activating additional machines using 
preventive maintenance orders. The resulting simulation model is validated by a domain expert from 
industry. 
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4.2 Design of Experiments 

We expect that the performance of the simulation-based optimization scheme depends on the mean FE 
bottleneck utilization. Therefore, low and high mean bottleneck utilization levels over a horizon of 15T  
periods with weekly periods are considered. A product mix of 1:1 is considered. The planning horizon is 
divided into three-week subintervals where the utilization is 60% or 80% and 85% or 95% to obtain an 
average low and high utilization level of 70% and 90%, respectively. Different demand variability values 
are introduced by varying the coefficient of variation (CV). The demand gtD  for product g  in period t  is 

generated according to 
 tgtgt zΔD  1: , for all TtGg ,,1,  , (18) 

where gt  denotes the mean demand for product g  in period t  and tz  is a realization of the normally 

distributed random variable  20 ,N~Z  with CV . Five independent demand scenarios with low 
and high mean utilization levels, respectively, are generated. The minimum utilization of the FE machines 
and the capacity expansion level of the BE facility are chosen from the grid G  already specified in 
Subsection 3.2. 20 independent simulation replications are performed for each single grid point to obtain 
statistically significant results. The design of experiments is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Design of experiments. 

Factor Level Count

Approach GS, SA 2 

Mean utilization low, high 2 

CV 0.10, 0.25 2 

Minimum utilization of the FE bottleneck r05.05.0   for 9,,0 r  10 

Additional capacity of the BE facility s05.0  for 10,,0 s  11 

Demand scenarios  5 

Independent simulation replications per factor combination  20 
 

Both the SA and the GS approach are carried out. The GS requires   201110   simulation runs per 

factor combination and the additional reference solution for    00,a,M  . This leads to a total amount of 
44400 simulation runs to assess the performance of the GS approach. We will show that the SA approach 
requires only a fraction of this simulation burden. The realized objective function (15) is only evaluated 
for the first twelve periods of the planning horizon to avoid end of horizon effects. Initial WIP 
distributions for each demand scenario are determined by long simulation runs. We use 

15 DC
gt

F
gt

DB
gt bh   and 5 B

gt
DC
gth   throughout all experiments. Moreover, we have 180gtr , 

15 , 1000 , and 40 .  
We are interested in assessing the degree of constraint violation obtained for executed release sche-

dules. Therefore, we compute the average minimum FE utilization shortfall quantity  

 





12

1t
bbtb C

~
MUC

~
M:ASF  for each release schedule. The amount of cycle time violation 

  gtgt CC:VCT of the realized average cycle time gtC  from the maximum allowed cycle time *
gtC  for 

product g  in period t  averaged over all periods is also of interest. We also report the percentage 

improvement Imp  in the objective value (15) of the solution found by the SA approach over the reference 

solution, i.e., the solution obtained for    00,a,M  . The computing time for a single instance of the 
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planning model (1)-(12) is on average three minutes on a computer with 3.6 GHz Intel Core™ i7-4790 
CPU and 16GB RAM. 

4.3 Computational Results 

First, the solution quality obtained by the SA procedure is investigated. The performance values are 
averaged over all demand scenarios. The corresponding computational results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Performance measure values of the SA approach. 

Mean utilization  CV ASF (in %) VCT (in min) Imp (in %) 
0.10 0.68 383.10 22.22 

Low 
0.25 0.99 310.77 18.35 
0.10 0.19 284.00 37.17 

High 
0.25 0.50 159.78 28.19 

 
The cost settings and the chosen penalty and revenue values affect the magnitude of the 

improvements. Even the executed release schedules obtained by the best performing grid points show 
minor violations of the maximum allowed cycle time and a slight shortfall in the minimum FE bottleneck 
utilization due to the variability in the base system. However, significant improvements of the objective 
function values can be observed. As expected, the amount of improvement is larger for high mean 
bottleneck utilization since the room for improvement is larger in this situation. Overall, enforcing a 
minimum utilization of the FE bottleneck work center while expanding the available BE capacities is 
favorable. 

Next, we first show that the SA approach provides release schedules of similar quality compared to 
those found by the GS scheme. GS determines the parameter combination   GaM ,  with the 

highest  aMf ,  value by carrying out an exhausted search. The ratio of the realized objective function 
value obtained from the SA procedure and those found by the GS approach is denoted by SA/GS. These 
values are shown in Table 3. In addition, the optimal  a,M  parameter combination for each demand 
scenario found by the SA approach is reported in Table 3. 

Table 3: Performance of the SA approach relative to the GS approach. 

Mean utilization 

Low High 

Demand scenario 

 
 

Factor CV 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

SA/GS 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

M  0.70 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.80 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.90 0.50 
a  

0.10 

0.10 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.30 0.00 0.15 0.30 

SA/GS 0.98 0.76 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.93 

M  0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.65 0.75 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.60 
a  

0.25 

0.15 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.10 0.50 
 

Except for one outlier, the SA approach is able to find optimal or near optimal solutions. The average 
number of investigated grid points using the SA approach is 19. This leads to a total amount of 7920 
simulation runs for the SA approach in contrast to the GS approach that requires 44400 simulation runs. 
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The best parameter combinations   GaM ,  with respect to the objective function (15) for a low 
mean utilization level are obtained for M  values that are around ten percent larger than the original 
planned bottleneck utilization and for slightly expanded capacities in the BE facility. A moderate increase 
of M compared to the planned bottleneck utilization and additional BE capacity leads to improved profit 
values as can be seen from Table 2. This effect is larger for low demand variability ( 10.CV  ). It is 
interesting to see that for a high mean utilization often M  values are selected that are below the planned 
bottleneck utilization. This avoids a minimum FE utilization shortfall (see Table 2) by smoothing the 
bottleneck utilization. At the same time, the bottleneck capacity is expanded to avoid maximum cycle 
time violations (see Table 2) and to improve the profit values. 

Overall, the SA procedure is useful for reducing the simulation burden while providing high-quality 
solutions at the same time. The parameter combination pattern for optimal solutions strongly depends on 
the planned bottleneck utilization. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

In this paper, we discussed an integrated production planning and capacity expansion problem. A 
maximum cycle time constraint is assumed for the lots in a simple semiconductor SC. A SA-based 
simulation-optimization procedure was proposed. Each move of the SA scheme requires solving a linear 
program to make production planning decisions. The SA scheme selects the minimum bottleneck 
utilization in the FE facility and the amount of expanded capacity in the BE facility. Increasing the 
minimum bottleneck utilization in the FE facility might lead to higher throughput in the overall SC and 
higher average cycle time of the lots in the FE facility while an increasing capacity offered in the BE 
facility will reduce the cycle time in the SC. Simulation is used to assess the production planning 
decisions associated with a single move. Simulation experiments using a simplified model of a 
semiconductor SC including a large-scale FE and a BE model, respectively, were conducted. It turned out 
that the proposed simulation-optimization scheme is able to outperform conventional planning 
formulations where capacity expansions in the BE are not taken with respect to profit while a maximum 
possible cycle time is maintained. 

There are several directions for future research. First of all it seems possible to extend the proposed 
approach to more general SCs, i.e. a network of several wafer fabs, DBs, BE facilities, and DCs should be 
considered. In addition, more general demand schemes have to be taken into account. We also believe 
that it is worthwhile to test the presented approach in a rolling horizon setting. Here, the simulation 
infrastructure proposed by Ponsignon and Mönch (2014) and Ziarnetzky et al. (2015) has to be extended 
to allow for simulation-based decision-making. 
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